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Science primarily aims at describing and explaining various aspects of the world as we experience it. But since the second half of the 19th century, science has also grown to be a major contributor to technological knowledge. Nevertheless, language technology (i.e. computer technology applied to everyday language-related tasks) has coped in the past with a number of language-related problems without making much use of linguists’ models. Doing morphology (i.e. handling word forms), for example, was not much of a technological problem for some of the commercially most interesting languages, especially for English, because it could be handled either by simple pattern matching techniques or by the enumeration of possible word forms.

Although there have been attempts to handle language technology tasks, such as spell checking, for languages that feature complex morphological structures and phonological alternations avoiding the use of a formal morphological description, these word-list-based attempts failed to produce acceptable results even recently, when corpora of sizes in an order of hundreds of millions of running words are available for languages such as Hungarian. However big the corpus is, even very common forms of not-extremely-frequent words are inevitably missing from it. Moreover, when I analyzed the word forms of the 150-million-word Hungarian National Corpus, I found that 60 percent of the theoretically possible Hungarian inflectional suffix morpheme sequences never occurs in the corpus. This figure does not include any of the numerous productive derivational suffixes. There is nothing odd about these suffix combinations. They are just rare. For a bigger 500-million-word Web corpus, I found the ratio to be 50 percent.

The creation of a formal morphological description is therefore unavoidable for this type of languages. The central theme of my thesis concerns computational models of morphology that are applicable to such morphologically complex languages. Some of these languages have also been commercially interesting to some extent: e.g. Turkish, Finnish or Hungarian, just to mention some from Europe. But as soon as there are tools which are readily applicable, what could stop us from applying these to languages that are spoken by less populous or rich speaker communities? So I also explored the task of creating computational morphologies for Uralic minority languages.

Beside the complexity of the morphology of these languages, another factor that makes a data-oriented approach unfeasible in some cases is the lack of electronically available linguistic resources. When working on Uralic minority languages, the corpora I had to do with did not exceed the size of a hundred thousand running words in the case of any of the languages involved, in some cases the size of the corpus did not even reach ten thousand words. In addition to a general lack of such resources concerning these languages, in the case of the most
endangered ones, Nganasan and Mansi, there seems even to be a lack of really competent native speakers. The available linguistic data and their linguistic descriptions proved to be incomplete and contradictory for all of these languages, which also made numerous revisions to the computational models necessary.

The most successful and comprehensive analyzer for Hungarian (called Humor and developed by a Hungarian language technology firm, MorphoLogic) was based on an item-and-arrangement model analyzing words as sequences of allomorphs of morphemes and using allomorph adjacency constraints (Prószyéky and Kis, 1999). Although the Humor analyzer itself proved to be an efficient tool, the format of the original database turned out to be problematic. A morphological database for Humor is difficult to create and maintain directly in the format used by the analyzer, because it contains redundant and hard-to-read low-level data structures. To avoid these problems, I created a higher-level morphological description formalism and a development environment that facilitate the creation and maintenance of the morphological databases.

I have created a number of complete computational morphologies using this morphological grammar development framework. The most important and most comprehensive of these is an implementation of Hungarian morphology. Its rule component was created relying mainly on my competence and on research I performed during the preparation of my theoretical linguistics Master’s Thesis (Novák, 1999) and later refined during corpus testing and the actual use of the morphology in an English-to-Hungarian and a Hungarian-to-English machine translation system and various corpus annotation projects.

The first version of the analyzer’s stem database was based on the original Humor database, from which all redundant (predictable) features were removed and unpredictable properties of words (e.g. category tag) were all manually checked and corrected, and missing properties were added (e.g. morpheme boundaries in morphologically complex entries). Currently, the size of the stem database is several times bigger than that of the original Humor analyzer and also contains specialized (e.g. medical, financial) vocabulary. The underlying grammatical model is much more accurate than that of the original morphology it replaced.

I have also created complete computational morphologies of Spanish and French using the morphological grammar development framework, and also adapted ones for Dutch, Italian and Romanian. In addition, I co-authored morphologies for a number of endangered Finno-Ugric languages (Komi, Udmurt, Mari and Mansi)i. In the same project, I created morphologies for two seriously endangered Northern Samoyedic languages: Nganasan and Tundra Nenets. The Uralic project was an attempt at using language technology to assist linguistic research, applying it to languages that can not otherwise be expected to be targets of the application of such technology due to the lack of commercial interest. The Uralic morphologies were further refined in a series follow-up projects, and two Khanty dialects (Synya and Kazym Khanty) were also described.

One aspect of morphological processing not covered by the original Humor implementation is that it does not support a suffix-based analysis of word forms whose stem is not in the stem database of the morphological analyzer, and the system cannot be easily modified to add this

---

iThis was done in a project called ‘Complex Uralic Linguistic Database’ (NKFP 5/135/2001), in which I worked together with László Fejes
Moreover, integration and appropriate usage of frequency information, as would be needed by data-driven statistical approaches to text normalization (e.g. automatic spelling error correction or speech recognition), is not possible within the original Humor system. A third factor that can be mentioned as a drawback of Humor is its closed-source licensing scheme that has been an obstacle to making resources built for morphological analyses widely available. The problems above could be solved by converting the morphological databases to a representation that can be compiled and used by finite-state morphological tools.

The Xerox tools implement a powerful formalism to describe complex types of morphological structures. This suggested that mapping of the morphologies implemented in the Humor formalism to a finite-state representation should have no impediment. However, the Xerox tools (called xfst), although made freely available for academic and research use in 2003 with the publication of Beesley and Karttunen (2003), do not differ from Humor in two significant respects: a) they are closed-source and b) cannot handle weighted models. Luckily, a few years later quite a few open-source alternatives to xfst were developed. One of these open-source tools, Foma (Hulden, 2009), can be used to compile and use morphologies written using the same formalism. Another tool, OpenFST (Allauzen et al., 2007), is capable of handling weighted transducers, and a third tool, HFST (Lindén et al., 2011), can convert transducers from one format to the other and act as a common interface above the Foma and OpenFST backends.

Creating high-quality computational morphologies is an undertaking that requires a considerable amount of effort, and requires threefold competence: familiarity with the formalism, knowledge of the morphology, phonology and orthography of the language, and extensive lexical knowledge. Thus another interesting subject is the learnability of (aspects of) morphology from corpora or existing lexical databases using automatic methods. Many morphological resources contain no explicit rule component. Such resources are created by converting the information included in some morphological dictionary to simple data structures representing the inflectional behavior of the lexical items included in the lexicon. The representation often contains only base forms and some sort of information (often just a paradigm ID) identifying the inflectional paradigm of the word, possibly augmented with a few other morphosyntactic features. With no rules, the extension of such resources with new lexical items is not such a straightforward task, as it is in the case of rule-based grammars. However, the application of machine learning methods may be able to make up for the lack of a rule component. Thus, I solved the problem of predicting the appropriate inflectional paradigm of out-of-vocabulary words, which are not included in the morphological lexicon. The method is based on a longest suffix matching model for paradigm identification, and it is showcased with and evaluated against an open-source Russian morphological lexicon.

Since the detailed presentation of each of the morphologies that I developed could itself be the subject of a separate research report, I cannot undertake to present them in full depth within the scope of this thesis. However, fragments of the grammars and lexicons are used in the corresponding chapters to illustrate features of the formalisms. Phenomena from the above-mentioned languages relevant to the subject of my work and the way they are handled in the models are presented and discussed. Emphasis is laid primarily on Hungarian, the language of which the most comprehensive description was created, but I also present some details about the morphologies created for other Uralic languages.
Another group of ‘languages’ for which I describe the method of adaptation of the general morphological analyzer, are some variants of Hungarian. First, the Humor morphological analyzer was extended to be capable of analyzing words containing morphological constructions, suffix allomorphs, suffix morphemes, paradigms or stems that were used in Old and Middle Hungarian but no longer exist in present-day Hungarian. A disambiguation system was also developed that can be used for automatic and manual disambiguation of the morphosyntactic annotation of texts and a corpus manager is described with the help of which the annotated corpora can be searched and maintained. Another ‘language’ for which the analyzer was adapted was the language of Hungarian clinical documents created in clinical settings. This language variant differs from general Hungarian in several respects. In order to process such texts written in a so called notational language, the morphological analyzer had to be adapted to the requirements of the domain by extending its lexicon applying a semi-automated algorithm.
New Scientific Results

The better the database of a linguistic program models the language, the better results it can produce. A key module in a linguistic model is the morphological component, which is responsible for the analysis and generation of words in the given language. In this research, I have explored various ways of creating linguistically adequate computational morphologies for morphologically complex languages.

I have created a model for morphological description that has been successfully applied to a number of different languages. The language descriptions and the tools created using the model have been used in various commercial products, such as spell checkers, stemmers, pop-up dictionaries, a rule-based machine translation system, and in various scientific projects.

2.1 A morphological grammar development framework

Creating a morphological analyzer for an agglutinative language is quite a challenge, as the number of morpheme combinations is practically infinite. Thus, the standard methods applied for isolating languages, such as English, do not give satisfactory results for morphologically complex ones. The standard tool used for Hungarian has long been MorphoLogic’s Humor (‘High speed Unification MORphology’) morphological analyzer engine (Prószéky and Kis, 1999). The model this analyzer uses is based on constraints on adjacent morphs. It performs a classical ‘item-and-arrangement’ (IA)-style analysis. I used this program as the starting point for my research.

Humor analyzes the input word as a sequence of morphs. Each morph is a specific realization (an allomorph) of a morpheme. The word is segmented into parts which have a surface form (that appears as part of the input string, the morph); a lexical form (the ‘quotation form’ of the morpheme) and a (possibly structured) category label.

The program performs a depth-first search on the input word form for possible analyses. Two kinds of checks are performed at every step: a local compatibility check of the next morph with the previous one and a global word structure check on each locally compatible candidate morph by traversing a deterministic extended finite-state automaton (EFSA) that describes possible word structures. The lexical database of the Humor analyzer consists of an inventory of morpheme allomorphs, the word grammar automaton and two types of data structures used for the local compatibility check of adjacent morphs. One of these are continuation classes and binary continuation matrices describing the compatibility of those
continuation classes. The other are binary properties and requirements vectors. Each morph has a continuation class identifier on both its left and right hand sides, in addition to a right-hand-side binary properties vector and a left-hand-side binary requirements vector.

The database is difficult to create and maintain directly in the format used by the analyzer, because it contains redundant and low-level data structures. To avoid these problems, I designed and implemented a morphological grammar development environment that automatically creates the lexical resources used by the Humor analyzer from a high-level human readable redundancy-free morpheme-based grammatical and lexical representation that only contains idiosyncratic features of morphemes and is easy to maintain and extend. Polymorphemic entries, such as compounds, can also be added to the lexicon, and an inheritance mechanism ensures that these entries inherit idiosyncratic properties from their final element by default, thus minimizing redundancy in the description and enhancing consistency. The system also creates a redundant but still easy-to-read intermediate representation that facilitates the checking of the correctness of allomorph creation rules. The system ensures the consistency of the created lexical resources and automatically checks for possible syntactic errors and contradictions in the source descriptions.

The high-level human-readable description is transformed by the system to the redundant representations of the analyzer by performing the operations described by the rules and converting the features and constraint expressions using an encoding definition description. This defines how each high-level feature should be encoded for the analyzer. Certain features are mapped to binary properties while the rest determine the continuation matrices, which are generated by the system dynamically. The system is not geared to a particular language; it can be effectively used to describe the morphologies of various languages without any modification of the programs.

All Humor morphologies built after the creation of the development environment were developed using this higher-level formalism.

**THESIS 1:**

*I designed and implemented a morphological grammar development environment that automatically creates the lexical resources used by the Humor analyzer from a high-level human readable redundancy-free morpheme-based grammatical and lexical representation that only contains idiosyncratic features of morphemes and is easy to maintain and extend.*

Related publications: 13, 14, 54, 55, 56, 61, 63

### 2.2 Application of the model to various languages

The development environment was used to create computational morphologies for a number of languages, among them agglutinating ones. I created state-of-the-art morphologies for Hungarian, Spanish and French. In addition, I co-authored Humor morphologies for the following Uralic languages: Komi, Udmurt, Mari, Northern Mansi and various Khanty...
dialec
t. Moreover, based on various morphological descriptions, I also created Humor-
compatible morphologies for Dutch, Italian, Romanian and Russian, extending the coverage of the original descriptions as required. I also created computational morphologies for two Samoyedic languages. Although these agglutinating languages are also members of the Uralic language family, describing their very intricate morpho-phonology using the constraint-based Humor formalism turned out to be too difficult. Thus, these morphologies were implemented using the finite-state formalism of Xerox using lexc and xfst.

THESIS 2
I created and co-authored computational morphologies for several languages.

THESIS 2a:
I created, co-authored or adapted computational morphologies for the following languages in the formalism I introduced demonstrating the capabilities of the framework: Hungarian, Spanish, French, Dutch, Italian, Romanian, Russian, Komi, Udmurt, Mari, Northern Mansi and the Synya and Kazym Khanty dialects.

THESIS 2b:
I created morphologies for two seriously endangered Northern Samoyedic languages, Nganasan and Tundra Nenets, using the Xerox finite-state formalism.

Related publications: 22, 63, 59, 61, 14, 58, 55, 56, 54, 48, 49, 50

2.3 Adaptation of the Hungarian morphology to special domains

Language use in special domains and language variants may deviate in a significant manner from what one encounters in the standard written dialect of the language. The morphological model needs to be adapted when texts from such a special language variant are to be analyzed. Two examples of such phenomena were described here, demonstrating the adaptibility of the analyzer built using the development framework. The first task for which the analyzer was adapted, was the annotation of Old and Middle Hungarian texts. The adapted analyzer can handle extinct morphological constructions as well as dialectal variants missing from Modern Standard Hungarian. The other example is an adaptation of the Hungarian morphology to the clinical domain, where the domain-specific terminology, which includes a vast amount of word forms of foreign origin, had to be treated in a robust manner.

THESIS 3:
I demonstrated the adaptability of morphologies created using the formalism I introduced by extending the Hungarian morphology I created.

THESIS 3a:
I adapted the Humor morphological analyzer for Hungarian to be capable of analyzing words containing morphological constructions, suffix allomorphs, suffix morphemes, paradigms and stems that were used in Old and Middle Hungarian but no longer exist in present-day Hungarian.
THESIS 3b:  
I created a method for semi-automatically extending the Humor morphological analyzer to be capable of analyzing words used in the clinical language that contains non-standard word constructions, phrases of foreign origin and a high ratio of abbreviations. I created methods to distinguish words of foreign origin, to predict their pronunciation and to predict the part of speech of words to be added to the lexicon. The resulting analyzer is able to analyze medical language in an appropriate and robust manner.

Related publications: 2, 37, 65, 36, 7, 1

2.4 FINITE-STATE IMPLEMENTATION OF CONSTRAINT-BASED MORPHOLOGIES

Humor’s closed-source licensing scheme has been a limitation to making resources made for it widely available. Moreover, there are a few limitations of the rule-based Humor engine: lack of support for morphological guessing and the use of frequency information or other weighting of the models. These problems were solved by converting the databases to a finite-state representation that allows morphological guessing and the addition of weights and has open-source implementations.

The Xerox tools (Beesley and Karttunen, 2003) implement a powerful formalism to describe complex types of morphological structures. This suggested that mapping of the morphologies implemented in the Humor formalism to a finite-state representation should have no impediment.

THESIS 4:  
I created a method to convert the Humor databases to a finite-state representation that allows morphological guessing and the addition of weights and has open source implementations.

Related publications: 30, 31

2.5 EXTENDING MORPHOLOGICAL DICTIONARY-BASED MODELS WITHOUT WRITING A GRAMMAR

Most freely available morphological resources contain no rule component. They are usually based on just a morphological lexicon, containing base forms and some information (often just a paradigm ID) identifying the inflectional paradigm of the word, possibly augmented with some other morphosyntactic features. Resources of this type are much more difficult to extend with new words than rule-based morphologies. However, the application of machine learning methods may be able to make up for the lack of a rule component. I prepared an algorithm that makes the integration of new words into such resources as easy as a rule-based morphology can be extended. This is achieved by predicting the correct paradigm
The original Humor system lacked the capability of word form generation and the existing lemmatizer was unable to correctly lemmatize certain non-trivial word constructions. I solved these problems by extending the system so that it can also be used as a morphological generator and implementing better lemmatization algorithms.

The generator produces all word forms that could be realizations of a given morpheme sequence. The input for the generator is a lemma followed by a sequence of category labels that express the morphosyntactic features the word form should expose.

The Humor generator is not a simple inverse of the corresponding analyzer: it can generate the inflected and derived forms of any multiply derived and/or compound stem without explicitly referring to compound boundaries and derivational suffixes in the input even if the whole complex stem is not in the lexicon of the analyzer. This is a useful feature in the case of languages where morphologically very complex stems are commonplace. When generating inflected (or derived) forms of a morphologically complex stem, one does not have to be concerned whether the stem is included in the stem database. If the corresponding analyzer can analyze it in any way, the generator will be able to correctly generate its inflected forms.
It is possible to describe preferences for the cases when a certain set of morphosyntactic features may have more than one possible realization. This can be useful for such applications of the generator as text generation in a machine translation system, where the generation of a single preferred word form is required. The Hungarian morphological description was extended with information expressing markedness. Marked forms are automatically removed during compilation from the version of the database that is intended for word form generation in the machine translation system.

Since there is considerable variation in suffix ordering in some of the languages for which I created morphologies (e.g. Komi), I also created a version of the generator that has another useful feature: it does not assume that the morphosyntactic features are properly ordered in the input, rather it considers them a set.

The Humor ‘lemmatizer’ tool, built around the analyzer core, does more than just identifying lemmas of word forms: it also identifies the exposed morphosyntactic features. In contrast to the more verbose analyses produced by the core analyzer, compound members and derivational suffixes do not appear as independent items in the output of the lemmatizer, so the internal structure of words is not revealed. The analyses produced by the lemmatizer are well suited for such tasks as corpus tagging, indexing and parsing.

There are two implementations of the lemmatizer. Both can properly handle the task of correctly lemmatizing and filtering special word constructions, e.g. ones that are not (only) suffixed at the end of the word thus improving the accuracy of lemmatization.

THESIS 6:

I created new word form generator and lemmatizer tools for the Humor system.

THESIS 6a:

I implemented a word form generator as a Humor module, which can generate the inflected and derived forms of any multiply derived and/or compound stem without explicitly referring to compound boundaries and derivational suffixes in the input even if the whole complex stem is not in the lexicon of the analyzer. The generator was used in various commercial applications and research prototype systems in the domain of information retrieval and machine translation.

THESIS 6b:

I created a lemmatizer tool for Humor, which can properly handle the task of correctly lemmatizing and filtering special word constructions, e.g. ones that are not (only) suffixed at the end of the word. The lemmatizer was used in various corpus annotation projects and it was integrated into information retrieval and machine translation systems.

Related publications (on applications of the tools): 3, 35, 41, 53, 51, 52, 11, 49
A TOOL FOR ANNOTATING AND SEARCHING TEXT CORPORA

To support the process of manual checking and the initial manual disambiguation of an annotated corpus, I created a web-based interface where disambiguation and normalization errors can be corrected very effectively. The system presents the document to the user using an interlinear annotation format that is easy and natural to read and it supports handling glosses, normalization and translations.

I also created a web-based corpus query tool, which does not only make it possible to search for different grammatical constructions in the texts, but it is also an effective correction tool. Errors discovered in the annotation or the text appearing in the “results” box can immediately be corrected and the corrected text and annotation is recorded in the database. Naturally, this latter functionality of the corpus manager is only available to expert users having the necessary privileges.

A fast and effective way of correcting errors in the annotation is to search for presumably incorrect structures and to correct the truly problematic ones at once. The corrected corpus can be exported after this procedure and the tagger can be retrained on it.

**THESIS 7:**

I developed a disambiguation system that can be used for automatic and manual disambiguation of the morphosyntactic annotation and glossing of texts and I created a corpus manager appropriate for searching and correcting annotated corpora.

Related publications: 42, 38, 49, 50
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